
Reflex Chianti 705HT

Enquire for Pricing

Information

The Chianti 705HT  is the latest addition to the range, designed to be able run single or twin outboard engines and combines the features of the 655 and 635.

Like the Reef Runner if you wanted to go for a day’s fishing then you can un dome the removable carpet to get to the non-skid floor and fold away the rear bench seat giving you a tidy uncluttered and very 
large working area. It also takes the Walk-Through Transom from the 655 that allows for easy access to the boat when climbing from the rear and it is a handy feature when trying to lift a bag full of crays onto 
the boat from a successful dive or for hauling that big fish on board.

The 705 incorporates the big roomy lockable cabin of the 635 with 2.0m bunks that mean you can have a snooze out on the water or when parked up at a beach. Add an infill squab and overnight if that’s 
your thing there is plenty of room. A big dash means you can comfortably fit a 12inch MFD along with all the other extras.
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Boat City are a family business that have been at the forefront of the marine industry since 
1962.

With one of the largest ranges of brands both new and used, you can purchase with 
confidence that we will have something to suit your needs.

We can ship anywhere in the country any time, just ask us for a quote.

For everything on the water and more.
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